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Stay in the Know! If you
have received this electronic
newsletter, you are receiving
our email blasts. Thank you!
For those with ranch friends
not receiving our blasts, please
encourage them to text
RRANCH to 22828 and follow
the prompts!
Links to Important Info:
Calendar of Events-check back often
Nellie’s Country Store
2021 Assessment Packet
Covid-19 State
Covid-19 Napa

From the
Manager’s Desk
Happy Spring!
The Weather is getting nicer, the pool is getting warmer, and
the covid-19 Rules are loosening. Sounds like there will be
some big changes to the Covid-19 guidelines coming up in June
that we are all looking forward to.
With all of that said, I am asking for your patience. I am asking
for your patience all year. We had to write a budget for the
current year expecting the worst coming off a bad year. We are
short staffed and we will continue to be short staffed for the year. That is our budget! Please
have patience as we all work together through the year to ensure the Ranch’s continued
success.
While on the subject of short staffed, I would like to thank our staff for continuing to persevere
through strange circumstances. This staff has gone through A major pandemic, Fires, and now
being short staffed (all in the last year), yet we have still gotten things done. Thanks to each and
every one of you for your hard work and dedication.
Also, a great big thanks to all of the volunteers that have helped out at the barn for the last
month during our staffing shortage. Your time and your effort is greatly appreciated.

Ranch Contact Info
A MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD

Until Next Time,

On Behalf of the Board, I would like
to thank you all for your patience and
understanding of the challenges we
have all faced throughout the past
year of Covid - 19 restrictions at
RRanch,

Brad A. Miracle

Let us continue to stay strong and
healthy as our RRanch community
has always done.
Blessings to ALL and your families,as
we look ahead to a new and brighter
summer season.
Joe Meyer, President
R-Ranch Board of Directors
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R Ranch at The Lake Pandemic Budget Awareness
As the pandemic “regulations” are being changed to allow more use of our Ranch we all must
remember that our budget for 2021 is still bare bones. This year will not Spring Back to normal as
far as the money we have in the budget. We still have less money for employment of seasonal
employees, we still have no money in the budget to provide for activities that we are so use to.
Even if the Pandemic ends completely this summer, we still have the restrictions of our bare bones
budget year.
The Management and The Board are evaluating ways to fund having activities and stock Nellie’s
and bring as much of our Normal back as we can within our current budget and with potential
Grant Funds.
The Ranch is in good shape and our budget performance for this year is already tracking in many
ways as we predicted it would.
With all our continued understanding, patience, and support of our bare minimum staff, we are
sure to have a better year this year than last!!!!!!!
Ed Russell
Treasurer.

Projects & Progress

Stables
Down at the Barn
Committees

Office Reminders
Paint Nite with Tori!
The BOD meets on the 3rd Saturday at
the beginning of each quarter at 12pm.
January, April, July, and October
Additional meetings as needed.
Page 2

Volunteers needed for
brick project at the
stables.
Page 3

Employee Corner

Welcome back, Donna! New and
friendly faces all around!
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PROJECTS&
PROGRESS
Water – We fixed and replaced some main
valves and a couple large sections of pipe in
our fresh water system on the north side of
middle creek. This valve replacements and
section repairs will give us a fresh place to start
on our next section of replacement.
Unfortunately, every time we shut the entire
system down to fix anything the system
unpressurized and repressurizes causing
multiple leaks in our dilapidated system every
time. This time it caused 2 more substantial
leaks that required major repairs.
Trees – What a year for trees it has been. We
have cut down a number of large trees and
cleaned up a number of large trees that fell on
their own. We continue to clean up, trim, and
cut down trees regularly.
We are currently planning the removal of one
tree on the far end of the loop this upcoming
week. Which is why the 3 sites in the corner
are closed off.
Campground – I got a total of 19 RV sites
widened back to their original width. Over
time erosion has made a number of our sites
too narrow and not long enough when RV’s
continue to grow. I was also able to put rocks
in 10 of the sites to keep the erosion from
narrowing the sites. A big improvement and
visually appealing.
Cabins – We had one tree fall over and the
roots pushed up a cabin that is currently
unusable. We will work on this issue in the
upcoming weeks to try and get this cabin back
up and useful before memorial day weekend.

Electrical – Sites M1- M10, 101-113, 400-406,
and 200-208 have all received new copper main
wire, new outlets, breakers, and new wire in the
pedestals. Two large subpanels to divide the
electrical and carry more amps to the sites. All
of the electrical and electricians work is
completed. We still have four sites we need to
fine tune and get cleaned up. We should have
the last 4 cleaned up and ready by the 1st of
May
Sewer Pond- We learned that the sewer pond
main sewer line is broken and will need
replaced. However, it is not leaking. It is on
our list and it will get done shortly, it just hasn’t
hit the top of our priority list yet! It’s about a
100’ stretch.
The reason we noticed the sewer line is the
pump was not working. Currently there is not
enough “sewer” in our pond and the pump
burned up.
Once occupancy increases, we will get the
pump back up and running and we will get the
aerators going again. In the meantime, it may
start to stink. There isn’t much we can do un
til there is more water in the pond.
Pool – Normally this time of the year we are
prepping the deck at the pool for patch work
and paint. But, without a normal year of water,
and without a normal year of pool use, we don’t
need to do all the extra work. We will still
patch a few small spots and do some touch up
paint, but all in all it looks pretty good. We will
also attempt to clean up the shower rooms at
the pool this year as well. Not a full remodel,
but something to get everything functioning
properly again.

PAINT NITE RETURNS ALL SUMMER LONG!
7PM ON SELECT SATRUDAYS
May 15

June 26

August 28

We are thrilled to invite Tori Carr
back to the ranch to continue her
paint nites for in person class!
Please contact Tori for questions
or to sign up! Class includes all
supplies needed to complete one
painting.
TIME: 7PM
LOCATION: TBD, LIKELY ON
LODGE DECK OR NEARBY

July 17

September 18
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OFFICE NOTES
Nice to see ya!
It’s been lovely seeing so many people back and
enjoying the Ranch! We anticipate the pace to pick
up as we approach May and the opening of the
pool.
With that in mind, please review the following as
we will be strictly adhering to this guidance to
minimize the chaos, and embrace the simple
pleasures of the ranch!
1. Wristbands MUST be worn AT ALL
TIMES! The steep fine of $100 should
help you remember!
2. Masks are still MANDATORY. In the
office and all other ranch facilities, when
NOT performing essential activities, and
any time 6’ of distance cannot be met.

Yes, even if you are vaccinated.
3. One family unit in the office at a time
please; we have always been squeezed for
space and it’s the best way to keep our safe
distance!
4. Reservations MUST be made (at a
minimum) at least by 5pm the day prior to
your arrival. This means day use or
overnight as well as horseback riding.
5. If you do book a horseback ride, please
show up!
6. RV minimum nights go to 2 per tag
beginning May 15. This means two nights
instead of 1 are necessary to meet your stay
requirements. Site to Site: You must
follow all RV 1/2/3 month guidance.
Failure to make a red tag night means your
tag will no reset upon site change. Be sure
to get your nights in!
7. Cabin users: We will have the cleaning
caddy available in your cabin upon your
arrival. It has supplies and instructions. If
you arrive and there is no caddy please
contact the office.
8. Propane is available onsite however
gasoline is not. The nearest gas is in Napa
so please come prepared!
9. Remember the speed limit and keep an
eye on your children. Helmets are
required for all children on bicycles,
scooters, etc. They must also have lights to
be driven/ridden at night. Please protect
your noggins!
10. Be prepared for PSPS(Public Safety Power
Shutoffs brought to you by PG&E) or other
unforeseen power outages. Backup
generators can be helpful in such an event.
11. If you see something, say something!
Please report any suspicious or harmful
activity to the office, Brad, security, or
available staff. Thank you for helping keep
everyone safe!
12. Have FUN! ENJOY your Ranch!
EMBRACE your family, and BREATHE
in the beauty of summers best spent at
YOUR HAPPY PLACE!

NOW GO MAKE SOME MEMORIES!!!!

CONTACT: TORI CARR
707.450.6631
tlcscreatewithpassion@gmail.com
CLASSES ARE $35 PER PERSON. TORI MAY OFFER ADDITIONAL PACKAGES AND SERVICES
INCLUDING FACE PAINTING. THIS IS NOT A RANCH SPONSORED ACTIVITY, PLEASE CONTACT TORI FOR ALL QUESTIONS!
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Down at the Barn
The latest updates

The Stables had an Easter celebration of its
own that included a Paint-A-Pony station,
where kids and adults alike turned
Buttercup and Java into rainbow-colored
masterpieces, and an Easter-egg hunt in
which one lucky hunter found a special
prize! The eggs have all been found by
now, but there is still lots to do down at the
Stables:

Remember to keep an eye on your e-mails to
find out about upcoming barn events,
volunteer opportunities, and any changes to
the ride schedule.

Most of the horses have shed out of their
fuzzy winter coats, leaving them looking
glossy and sleek, but a few of the older
Photo courtesy of Lisa Batto, share#599
equines are still trying to lose that extra hair
- come down any time to give them a
First things first, I would like to send a big, big helpful brushing.
thank you to all of the volunteers who came
down to the barn throughout the past month to The remodeled wash stalls are a great place
help out with early-morning saddling, to give any of the horses a rinse on a hot
grooming, and cleaning up around the barn day - and it’s a fun way for humans to cool
while the Stables was short staffed. They down, too. Just ask a wrangler who needs a
helped with everything from grooming to bath and they can help you get started!
tacking, helping out with Easter events and If you are not a fan of the heat, morning
being an extra set of eyes on trail rides, and rides are a relaxing way to enjoy a breeze
their early-morning efforts helped to make this and beautiful views of the valley while still
kickoff to the spring season a blast! getting your horse fix in for the day.

Trail Card holders are always welcome to
come to the barn and ride between 7am and
2:30pm.

Guide trail rides and pony/arena rides are
available most days. Please call the office by
5pm the day before to reserve a spot on the
ride.

Khloe Meitz
Stables Supervisor
R-Ranch at the Lake
stables@rranch.info

Volunteers for a brick patio installation?
Please contact Brad or Khloe to volunteer!
One of our other projects on our list is the overhang behind the ownerbarn. The structure itself was failing and it is rotted and in dire need of
repair. We are currently making the necessary repairs and I believewhen it is completed the horse owners will be happy with it. Currently
Underway! I am also hoping down the road we can get some horse owner volunteers or any volunteers to help with a brick patio adjacent to the
overhang once its completed. It would make a nice area for BBQ’s or a fun hang out spot.

Welcome, New Members!
Ryan & Krystal Macaulay
Angela Ramos & Frank Martinez
Lee Wolfer
Deborah Passanisi
Andrew & Stacy Hawkins
Jeanette Munoz
Thomas & Jaqueline Noonan
Victor & Debbie Dollosso
Al Roybal & Lidia Arciniega
Bethany Moraga & Christopher Heffernan
Denise Herrera & John Souza
Amanda Pinckard
Rebecca Doherty & John Maguire
Jeffrey Dito & Elisabeth Tucker
Mindy Collins
Gene Libonati
Daniel McClosky
Sharon & Brian King

0096
0161
0310
0321
0327
0375
0400
0507
0667
0701
0710
0887
0944
0989
1055
1199
1380
1427

Committees
Volunteering Made Easy!
Committees meet throughout the year.
For more information, please
contact the committee chairs:
Boat: boats@rranch.info
Cabins: Cabins@rranch.info
Campground: Campground@rranch.info
Equine: equine@rranch.info
Horseman’s: horsemen@rranch.info
Reserves: reserves@rranch.info

STAY TUNED FOR FOOD, BINGO, AND MOVIE NIGHT
EVENTS!
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WELCOME R-STAFF!
Donna has been
living and traveling
full-time in her rv
since 2018. She
travels with her
dog
and
two
parrots. They have
traveled
across
country 3 times.
Last summer was
her first time
workamping right
here at the RRanch. We all
know how that
went so she is back
to try another
summer . .

Hunter (maintenance) and Allison (stables) met working at a dude ranch
in Wyoming two summers ago and have been doing seasonal work
together since then. They've worked in Wyoming, New Mexico and
Wisconsin
in
the past two
years. Hunter
grew up in
Green
Bay,
Wisconsin and
Allison is from
Atascadero,
California. They
both seek a
lifestyle
of
pursuing
new
adventures and
recently
purchased
a
travel trailer to
live in full time.
Joining them is
their dog Custer
and two cats. They were excited to find the R Ranch at the Lake to
accommodate their love for horses and outdoorsy activities (and some
warmer weather!) They are looking forward to a fun summer and joining
the R Ranch team!
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My name is Sarah Mullins and I am from Mangham,
Louisiana. I've been riding horses since I was 2 years old,
and I currently own 90 horses back at my place in Louisiana.
I also have 120 chickens, which are also some of my
favorites! I love playing and kind of sports: softball,
basketball, and volleyball.
I have lived in 6 countries and 5 states, all of which has
taught me a lot about cultures and languages, and I love it! I
speak Spanish, French, Russian, Italian and some Japanese.
I am currently learning Arabic and Turkish!

Arriving in May: Laurel and Wes will be joining us just
in time for the pool to open! Laurel will be in
housekeeping and Wes is going to maintenance.

Meet Laretta, Housekeeping
Supervisor!
I grew up in a small town in
Pennsylvania,
after
graduating high school I
worked in the pet care
industry for several years.
Then I got bit by the travel
bug and started working
seasonal jobs. I was mainly
in Colorado at a dude ranch
but I also lived and worked
in Montana, Wyoming,
Oregon,
and
now
California. I've had many
jobs but I find the most
rewarding to be guest
services.
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